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Workshop Manual Audi 80 - download. Audiwiring diagram - Download. Audi electrical
schematics and wire harness diagram. Audi wiring diagram-and-electrical-system-circuit. Audi:
10 interesting facts. In the early 20th century he registered a trademark named Horch, however,
by that time there was already a company with that name. The thing is that in August Horch had
already worked, but he was expelled from there, Horch decided to sue the company, thereby
wanting to sue the name, but the court decided differently. August Horch could use the word
"Listen", but it must be written in Latin, so Audi appeared. It's no secret that Audi was any
Fiihrer's car, while Hitler planned that in the future this company would become the number one
in the world, however, this has nothing to do with the modern sign, and so, the classic
trademark resembles a planet with a figure one that symbolizes the first brand among the rest.
But with respect to the four rings on modern cars, this speaks of four founding firms. Together
with the company PlayStation , they embodied this idea in reality. This brand later became one
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experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Pinout for ECM
connector. Thread starter smrco Start date 4 Feb Helo everyone! I have a problem. My car has
some electrical errors, and Vagcom says it's a ECM connection problem I think this will solve
the probem, but i can't find a pinout -cable colour scheme anywhere. Can comeone help me?
My car is A2 1. Thank you for help! Un4tural Member. If it is under passenger footwell could you
take a pic of which connector it is and i'll snap a few pictures to see what it is? Yes under
footwell. I'm not at home to make a pic, so i googled this one Thank you! ErWin will give you the
full electrical diagrams. Didn't realize how awkward access was to take pictures of these, hope it
helps otherwise can see if i can find wiring diagram for these. Oh sorry to hear that you had so
much work with this. Thank you for the photos. But i have to ask you, is your car gasoline or
diesel? Because there is not even one cable that is the same as on my car every colour is
different Last edited: 9 Feb It is RHD 1. Pinkythelabrat A2OC Donor. This is completely normal.
They will not affect the ability of diagnostic equipment to communicate with the engine
management electronics at all. Cheers, Tom. So i am lost again is there someone here that has
1. Here is a photo of errors from VCDS Thank you for all replys! Best regards to you all! It may
help if you provide the colours of the four disconnected wires Cheers Spike. I edited my upper
answer, i think timmus is right. Sorry about that. Ok, so i read this tread that you send me and
went to check the wires, but everything seems to be ok. I have had this same problem a few
months ago, and i tryed a lot of things, and in the end it did go away after reconnecting this
connector on ECM and playing with the wires that go to the retrofited cruise control. But after
few months now it came back, and doing this doesn't help any more So i am thinking to
disconnect the wires that go to cruise control and see if the error comes back again I went
driving around town and the warning lights and the beep didn't come on, so i started playing
with ECM connector and wires a little bit and every time i shook the wires or the connector,
different thing happend. Once the oil light came on, so i stoped and checked for oil level Then i
touched the connector again while stoping on a red light So i took a closer look, and the pins
seem to be compressed on a wire throo the isolation. It may be loosing connection there. I will
write down a colour scheme of a connector, and remove all wires one by one and solder every
wire on the pin sorry for my bad english, i am from Slovenia so i speak different language, i
hope you understand I will let you know how it goes. Rebuild the plugs and refit. Sounds more
like a loose connection or bent pin. The false floor area is bone dry I take it. Damp causes all
sorts of problems. Yes it is dry. I did took it apart but the pins seem ok, no sign of a damage or
bent pins, I guess I will try soldering the wires to the pins and see what happens. It can't hurt
anything if I do that and it doesn't cost me anything but a little time. You may be better getting
an old partial loom and cuttng the needed wires say 4 inches away from the plug, that would
give you an easier joint rather than trying to solder to the plug "pins". You would then just
insert the wires into the plug and solder the old lead to the end. You are right about that, it
would be easyer but I do not like the factory way of joining wires with plugs, so I took the hard
way plus I like soldering and so I am doing it all the time It took me about 3 houres to
disasamble every single plug from the wire, take the wire isolation off and solder the plug back
on the wire, but i did it both connectors for a peace of mind I will have a test ride first thing in
the morning, and let you know the results. You must log in or register to reply here.
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Self-diagnosis Download. Comments: 0. The illustrated repair manual Audi A2 , the maintenance
and maintenance manual Audi A2 which were released from to and equipped with petrol units
with a working volume of 1. Like all professionally and utterly accessible language written
technical manuals, the next repair workshop manual will tell the prospective owner how it will
be better quickly and competently to carry out important diagnostic operations for the Audi A2
malfunctions that have arisen with the car and further repair of these malfunctions in all kinds
of nodes, mechanisms and machine assemblies. The manual will help to replace the failed parts
of the car Audi A2. The guide will tell the owner about the necessary actions not only in the
garage, where all the tools and materials needed for work are at hand. Once it can become
absolutely irreplaceable for him on a trip, for example, in cases when in the nearest radius there
will be no one who would be able to help in such an unpleasant moment for a motorist a matter
or a competent and useful advice. On the first pages of this service manual , the authors of the
manual put the instructions for the Audi A2. An important information for every car enthusiast
on regular independent maintenance of his car, electrical wiring diagrams wiring diagrams of
the Audi A2, is placed in separate sections of this repair manual. It is important to note that the
materials of the manual will provide the user with comprehensive assistance in finding the
necessary Audi A2 spare parts. The presented technical and repair edition will be for everyone
who already owns an Audi A2 car or is considering buying such a car in the near future, a
reliable and reliable assistant, and for employees of auto repair centers, mechanics from the
service station and numerous car service stations on the roads, many other technicians,
carrying out diagnostics and subsequent any complexity of repair operations of cars, the book
will become a wonderful adviser who at any moment can give a clear clue about how to conduct
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Audi A2 is stylish mini-car that is perfect for 4 passengers. It is 5-door hatchback that is
designed by famous German company. It is considered as an invincible vehicle due to its style,
performance and high technology. Customers who need an all inclusive service manual for
luxurious mini-car, our platform is perfect to get reliable material at reasonable rates. Our job is
to work on factory manuals and make them user friendly for customers. Manuals on our
platform for Audi A2 are categorized according to their version and model years. Whether you

have full size car, compact car, sports car or roaster, it is our duty to provide repair manual
specifically formulated for your vehicle. It has 1. Audi A2 is available in 5-door hatchback body
style along with front engine. There are many companies that allow only HTML version of
factory manual. To get support for maintenance or servicing, you need to get online each and
every time. Definitely one cannot use desktop in emergency conditions so these files have
capability to be saved and used through Smartphone. Some of the significant content in this
factory manual is given below:. Before starting the download of Audi A2 repair manual , we
make
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sure that customers have purchased the right instructions factory manual. Contact with our
experience staff to understand bookmark and wiring diagrams system. Factory Manual The only
service manual that matter! April 8, Some of the significant content in this factory manual is
given below: Audi A2 engine specification Automatic and manual transmission Radiator Ignition
Drivetrain Gear box Gas kit Air filter Engine oil Charging and installation of battery Suspension
Alignment of wheels Emergency brakes Climate control system Interior and exterior lights Air
conditioning system Audio and visual aid Console installation Change of seat covers Seat belt
maintenance Keyless door lock system Power windows Power mirrors Wipers and blades
Sensor Lane departure Exhaust system Steering Change of punctured tire Monitoring air
pressure in tires Schematic diagrams Before starting the download of Audi A2 repair manual ,
we make sure that customers have purchased the right instructions factory manual.

